
Guide Utilisateur - Missionnaire

USER GUIDE for a TRAVELER 
(EM. Version v.1.3.0.)

Multi-supervision missions 
management tool designed for 
laboratories

Over 250.000 missions are organized every year by the CNRS, including 60.000 missions overseas. 
Etamine Missions allows to organize the mission process regarding the supervision while bringing

help and support to every type of users both in laboratories and in the CNRS HQ.
Its main goal is to simplify the mission order, from its preparation to its validation.

https://e-missions.cnrs.fr
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GLOBAL VIEW OF 
THE PROCESS
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D U R I N G M I S S I O N  

The traveler sends a mission order
integrating the risk analysis

Traveler

uu

Approver(s)

The Etamine Approver(s)
decline, amend and/or validate
the mission order (opportunity
and/or budget).

vv

The traveler validates his return 
without costs or validates the expense
claim Traveler

zz

u
u Mission with costs

Mission without cost

Administrative

« Expenses management » : The 
administrative has access to dates, 
financials, supervisions, rates…and 
determines if the paiement is directly made 
by the supervision or if the agent has to 
advance money 

w

The administrative prepares the 
liquidationAdministrative

{

Administrative

The administrative generates the Mission
Order without cost for CNRS

w

Administrative

If a country is under risks :
The administrative add the unsigned mission 
order into EtamineMission and forwards it if the 
CNRS is financially committed
(employer and/or funder).
The next step is the rejection, amendment
and/or approval of the mission order

xx

Administrative

The administrative archives the 
mission (unless it’s initially a mission 
without costs with additionnal costs
declared at the return from mission)

|{

The traveler or the administrative/travel
staff (according to the laboratory
organisation) confirms his travel and 
hotel booking

Traveler

Administrative Travel agent

y

Note : This numbering follows the process of every stakeholders, so
there’re no link between the steps distinguished by a type of user.

coloured sticker without number = optional step

yy Then he confirms that he picked it up
Administrative

The administrative confirms to the traveler 
that he can pick up his mission order

The administrative goes to 
« OMs et éléments complémentaires »�

Administrative

�

The traveler can add or amend elements��

Do not confuse with approvers of reservation tools.
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YOUR ROLE IN 
ETAMINE MISSIONS

As a traveler, EtamineMissions is designed to give you the minimum amount of work while
offering you multiple features (autocompletion…) in order to submit your mission orders in no 
time. Traveler
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The mission will keep the status « finalized » until the administrative archives it.
The archiving standards may vary from a laboratory to another (transmission for repayment, actual
repayment, …)

Learn more

1) I send my mission order and I do the costs estimation (if needed)

I provide all the relevant elements that will allow both the approvers and the Unit Director to
authorize the mission.

If there are costs, I keep in mind that it’s a key decision criterion for the approvers. However I don’t
have the obligation to make a costs estimation to complete my mission order. The best practices
would be to align myself with the organisational choices of my laboratory. Example : If my
laboratory has travel staff, the costs estimation step will be delegated to them

Learn more

Learn more
• I forward my mission order for validation(s)
• I get informed about the approver’s decision
• Then I receive indications about the making of my booking reservations outside EtamineMissions. 

This may vary depending on the supervision that is financially committed for my mission.

2) I confirm my travels and hotels booking
Once I booked my reservations and gave all information about my travel, my administrative does
the orders. According to the laboratory organisation, this step is fulfilled either by my administrative
or by the travel staff

Learn more
• I get a notification from my administrative when my mission order is ready
• I retrieve my mission order : I have to keep it with me the whole time during my mission 

3) I validate my return without cost or I prepare my expense claim
Etamine Missions generates the pre-filled CNRS expense report. When I get back, I just have to
check / modify it. I can add the supporting documents..

Learn more
• The fastest I validate this step, the fastest I get my refund
• An expense claim is prepared by the supervisory authority concerned (non-standardized expense

claim : preparation)

Global view of EtamineMissions menu for a TRAVELER Learn more
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PRESENTATION OF THE 
INTERFACE

1. Global view of EtamineMissions menu for a traveler

Back

I set up my account (which corresponds to user preferences) : e-mails notification configuration, contacts creation, passeport, 
visas that i will need regularly according to my missions (I will not have to fill them in the system again). 

Here I find the alerts or urgent information. They can be added by my unit, by CNRS or by the other supervisions if they take
Etamine Missions

Here, I find the information message of my unit concerning my missions organisation.

Here, here I find concentrated for each supervision all the regulatory and practical information to know concerning the missions.
There were added here by my unit (In this example the GRAP), or by CNRS at national level. For the other supervisions of my
unit, they also will have a specific tab if they take Etamine Missions.

I do a mission request, a new one or I reuse past mission.

I follow the evolution of my mission request, I see where I am in the process, what I have to do and I access my missions agenda.

This recall of the left mark is aiming at allowing an optimal usage of the tool on smartphone and tablet.

I get access to the archives of my past missions.

v

u

w

x

y

{

|

z

These 3 lines (Menu called « hamburger ») allow to reduce the mark, useful according to which screen is used.}
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w
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Step by Step
process

1. I fill in the mission order request 1/6

I click on « Declare mission » then on « Nouvelle » or « Récupérer » in the left menu.

u

v

wx

y z

Ajouter une étape

a) Destination and mission period

Retour

When CNRS is engaged, as employer or funder : If a destination is a country under risk, the mission request will be under advisement
of the secrurity department at CNRS. The mission description need to be precise and detailed.

u

Days and time of my mission, from departure till return : 
I am on a mission and therefore coverd by my employer from the day I leave till the day I return. I fill in my hours forecast but I still have 
the ability to modify them. They will be used to evaluate my expenses if there are any.
If the mission is engaging CNRS (employer ou funder) and if the mission lasts more than 89 days alltogether or cumulated in the last 12 
months, its is called « longue durée » and requires more information to fill in the tool.

w

I fill in the city in which I will stay during my mission and not the arrival city (airport for example).x

Thanks not to mention transit places but real places where I stay. For the coutries under risks, my itinerary and my mission location 
need to be identified precisely (risks analysis by CNRS security department, sanitary rapatriation…).

I fill in the transportation modes that I plan to use. The goal is not to detail every trips. In the example, the traveler declares that he will
use the train, the plane and a taxi without associating it to a path. If mentionning each path is necessary for my Administrative, to make
reservations or justify a refund, I add as many transportation modes as necessary (ex : « Train 2 », « plane 2 » …) and this for each
step.

y

v The administrative residency corresponds to the city in which my laboratory is located: It is automatically displayed. If my laboratory is
on several sites, I select among the different choices the one of departure/retur of the mission.

The family residency corresponds to the city where I live : I fill it in. If I go/come back of another place than my family residency, I also
fill it in here.

Constitute one and same city : «all cities and adjacent cities served by public transportation » (article 2-8° du décret du 3 juillet 2006 
modifié).

My mission order (OM) is valid during the indicated time, even if it includes a « private stay ». My OM covers me only during my
professional activities (included transportation and nights). Therefore I need to declare my private stays. In this case, times of beginning
and end of private stay are automatically adjusted: a private stay begins when a professional activity ends, and ends when a
professional activity begins. I group my consecutive private stays. Private stays and location shall sometimes be filled in Finance tools
such as SIFAC. My administrative can ask me the location of my private stay but this has nothing to do with EtamineMissions. To
begin a mission with a private stay, it is necessary to click on « + » add a step (then it will become professional).

z
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Step by Step
process

1. I fill in a mission order request 2/6
b) I analyze the risks both for my safety and for my security

Back

When the CNRS is involved in my mission, as an employer or a funder, it will be sent to the ad hoc CNRS Institute and then to its 
Director of Safety. If the requested mission lasts more than 89 consecutive days outside metropolitan France, the risk analysis 
formular below becomes mandatory.

This section « analyse des risques » allows me to evaluate the risks related to my mission in order to take the right preventive
measures

Every mission, in France or abroad, may imply risks linked among other factors to the activity, the environment, and to the conditions 
under which the mission will develop.
The risk analysis formular bellow appears only if I declare that my mission is under risk.

Learn more
Page 8
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Step by Step
process

1. I fill in a mission order request 3/6
c) I leave in a foreign country or in a country under risks

Back

I fill in the additional information bellow asked by the application in a context of risks management.

I check the box if my destination requires a passeport

I need to fill in the contact information of a person to call in France
in case of problem.

I check the box if my destination requires a visa

I make sure that I will be reachable with the indicated number. I
can choose several phone numbers. I will be able to change
them when I arrive at my destination (local SIM card).

I need to fill in contact information of a person reachable where my
mission is located. I will be able to change when I reach my
destination.

It is MANDATORY to be registered on Ariane France Diplomatie
website.

u

v

u

v

w

w

x

x

y

y
z

z

For steps 1, 2, 3, et 5, I can whether fill in the information, or use 
the information that are prefilled in « my account », or directly
create a formular that I will be able to reuse.

When CNRS is engaged, as employer or funder : these information are essential in order for my mission order request to be analysed by 
the CNRS Security Depatment. If I leave on a different budget, not provided by my employer, decisions of both entities are required. 
Etamine Missions will transfer the request to the CNRS Security Department. For other units, my unit will transfer the request according to 
applicable rules.
In all cases, the employer decision is the main decision.

It is possible that I do not have all the information when I fill in my request. I can still send it for validation in my unit and my request will be
sent to Secriurity Department later on. If some information are missing, my Administrative will not be able to send the request and I will
need to fill it in (see indication 4).
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Step by Step
process

d) I leave outside Metropolitan France for more than consecutive 89 days
1. I fill in a mission order request 4/6

Back to 
roles

I fill in additional information required for risk management purpose.
The required information will be different if the 89 days are consecutive or if the 89 days are cumulated on 12 months.

Every mission outside metropolitan France are coming with risks to put under control :

• Helath & Safety risks for the traveler (see paragraph 1) to analyse if the 89 days are consecutive
• Scientific & Technical Potential Protection risks to analyse in any case

When CNRS is engaged in this mission, as employer or funder : application of the note : 16 juillet 2019 regarding risks control for 
mission outside metropilitan territory. Missions of more than 89 days outside metropolitan territory need your CNRS intstitute notice and 
a notice from the Secririty Department.
The formulars are then mandatory and depend on the situation, if it is a 89 consecutive days or cumulated in the last 12 months
(whoever is the employer or the funder).
I can check the instructions on page « Information » of Etamine Missions.

Back to Health
& Safety

I use the comment zone « mission description » to specify a risk that would not be in this list

Waiting for total deployment of the measures linked to long stay missions, the unit needs to respect note of « 16 
juillet 2019 » on risks control for missions outside the metropolitan territory and submit all the appendixes

according to the kind of mission.
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Step by Step
process

e) I perform an expenses estimation
1. I fill in a mission order request 5/6

Back

My mission generates expenses payed by my laboratory : I 
select « Financement interne ».

My mission does not generate expenses payed by my
laboratory : I select « Sans frais ou financement 
externe ». In this case, when I return I am not expected to 
fill in an expense sheet, but Etamine Missions will anyway 
ask me if I had some unexpected expenses.

I can select the funding on which the engagement sould be
attached to, with a list of all budget of my unit created in
Etamine Missions (by the UD or the administrative).

If expenses are attached to my mission and one part will be
taken by another entity, I indicate so and I add the name of
this entity.

u

v

w

u

v

w

I select my travel assistant to proceeed with the
expenses estimation only if I am asked to do so.

At this step, I make a transportation expenses estimation
to get a global cost of the mission (through travelling
web-sites or through same missions already done. If I do
not fill in this part, I will not be blocked by the system, but
the approvers will not have a costs estimation to decide.

Etamine Missions evaluates housing and meals
expenses automatically according to applicable rules at
CNRS. If a night does not generate expenses (Gift or
taken in charge by the co-funder), and if a meal is free, I
uncheck the corresponding box. If a meal is taken in an
administrative restaurant (France only), I check the
corresponding box. I can remove everything in one click.

u

v

w

u

v

w

If rules for meal or nights expenses are different in case of a mission on another budget than CNRS, your administrative will change 
the amount which will calculate again the global amount. 

This choice is not Mandatory : If I do not know (« Je ne
sais pas » or if my laboratory asks not to make a choice,
then I select nothing. The financial imputation will or will not
be made later in the process, by an approver or by the
administratives.

If I leave without saving, all information I filled in still will be saved. I can fill in my mission in different times.

A mission completely funded by another entity is a mission 
without expenses.
è Mission order without expenses of my employer

Do not book before having received the instructions : 
« validation et confirmation de la tutelle financeur »
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Step by Step
process

1. I fill in a mission order request 6/6

Back

Expenses estimation
à Two cases : I do it or a travel assistant does it (according to unit habits)

I need to check all engagements boxes 
to be able to validate

At this stage all approvers receive my mission order request.
Each request must be validated at least by the Unit Director or his visa delegatee.
This validation is only for a mission order to be generated. Only the mission order in its paper version signed by the Unit 
Director will authorize the traveller to go on his mission.
At the end of this step, I will be informed of the approvers decision (Validate my requests, refuse my requests or
asking for some modifications), and also of the adminisratives decision to organize the mission if it has been
validated.

• If i have checked the box « mon chargé de voyage fera l’estimation des frais », the estimation disappears

• If I did not check, I make the estimation now or later. I will validate it :

à If my mission has a step in a country under risks and/or if it’s a consecutive long term mission (>89 days), I need
to validate my engagements

Then, the administrative makes the expenses management, he/she informs me of the paying unit, and anticipates the
filling in of the expense sheet. He/she can also change the dates, hours and chosen budget.

I will be informed of the supervision and provider/market towards which I have to lean on to proceed to book my
transportation and housing reservations : traveler, travel assistant or administrative according to the unit habits.

Approver(s)

Administrative

I want to know more on the evolution
of my mission order requests ?

Travel assistant

The process for missions with no expenses excludes several steps seen above.

If the job does not exist in my unit, I will not see the box « chargé de voyage »

Etamine allows to spread out on several days the request realisation, implying this « additional » validation step

Page 14
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I will then be informed by my administrative
that my mission order is ready. I need to get back the paper version :
I need to have it with me during my mission.

I am now ready to leave for my mission.

24.02.21 P 11

Step by Step
process

2. I confirm that I booked my transportation tickets and my housing

Back

This validation step will depend on my Unit organisation : It is managed by the person who usually makes the transportation and
housing reservations. In most cases, it is the traveller, but it may also be the administratives or travel assistants.

At the end of this step, the administratives need to have all relevant information alowing them to register the purchase
orders for transportation and housing concerning my mission.

In this example, CNRS is the funder, reservations need to be made using CNRS transportation and housing market via the ad
hoc plateform. For the other co-supervision, the modality will be displayed if it takes Etamine Missions (then they will have their
own administration interfaces).

If a market exists, It is possible under specific conditions to make reservations outside the market: authorised cases and the
outside market process need to be asked to my administratives. In this case, I will mention it by checking this box and I attach the
proofs that allow me to order.

I validate to confirm to my administrative that my reservations have been booked then I save.

If the reservation is not done in an integrated tool same as the active tour operator, I need to send a quote to my administratives,
or all the necessary information allowing them to order. If a market exists and that I order outside the market, I had corresponding
proofs explaining why I went outside the market (for CNRS, it is a market owner certificate explaining that he could not satisfy my
requests or that he does not respect his engagements)

u

v

w

x

I want to know more on how to acces
Etamine during my mission ?

v w x

Voyagiste en vigueur

u
Voyagiste en vigueur

Page 15
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Step by Step
process

3. I validate the expense sheet (and I give it to my administrative) 1/2

Back

When I am back from my mission, I validate my expense sheet.
It is already pre-filled with all information of the mission order request.
I only have to check them, modify them if needed, and add other expenses not filled in before departure. 

u3

8:00

HARIZET Paul I add my real hours of departure and arrival for each
step of my mission. The employer legal cover and the
expenses calculation depends on this information.u

v

I check the box if one of the following cases applies to
my mission.

v

If the meals do not correspond to the indication of my
mission order request I can change them here. I can
add scans of the meals proofs to facilitate digital
archiving. Beware, the original documents will need to
be added to the expenses sheet given to the
administrative.

w

w

I mention the amount really payed for my
transportation mode. If I did not use this
transportation mode, I can cancel it. I can also add
some if needed. I also can add scans of original
documents.

x

x

If I had unexpected expenses initially, I add them here.

I check indemnities amounts and I mention the amount
I want to be refund (at max equal the calculated
amount).

Box « Valider » will activate when the required amount
will be filled in. I can also save to finish later the
expense sheet completion.

y

z

{
{

z

y

When I come back from a mission with no expense, I
declare unexpected expenses. It is not sure that they
will be retroactively accepted.
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Step by Step
process

3. I validate the expense sheet (and I give it to my administrative) 2/2

Back

Once the expense report has been validated, I give the original supporting documents and the mission order to my administrative.

Once I gave it to my administrative, the expense sheet remains modifiable on Etamine missions
only if my administrative asks me to add clarifications. The expense sheet registered in Etamine
Missions must never be different from the information on the expense sheet I gave to the
administrative and that will be signed by the Unit Director.

The mission is finalised
This is the end of the process. The expense sheet has been given to the Unit Financial Departement who funded the mission.
It is now in step « Finalisé ».

As a traveler, this step will allow to follow up my missions that are waiting for refund. Once the mission is archived, it will disappear
of my dashboard.
According to habits, the administratives will archive it once they are sure the refund is done, others when payment order to finance 
department has been transmitted.

I want to know more on access to 
archives of my past missions ?

Page 15

I wonder as long as the mission is in my « retours ».
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1. I follow up on my mission order requests

APPENDIXES
Back

Once I made a mission order request, it is possible to follow up all the requests in Etamine Missions. You simply have to click on
« MES MISSIONS » in the left menu of the interface.

Essential information related to my mission order requests, especially actions I need to perform, for my future 
or past missions.

My mission requests that I have not transmitted yet : I am the only one to see them.

My transmitted requests waiting for validation.

My validated requests on which my administrative and I have actions to organise my departure.

My past missions for which I need to validate the expense sheet, or that need to be archived by the 
administrative.
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2. I access to the archives of my past missions

Back

The archives correspond to past missions that have been « Archiver » after I came back from my mission.
This action to archive can only be performed by the adminisratives.

I access to archives of my past missions by clicking on « MES ARCHIVES » in the left menu.

Columns can be filtered and one click on a line is enough to open the mission and display the details.

The function « recherche/filtrage » of the archives is not implemented yet. It will be soon in order to
be able to use the archives functions fully.

I access my mission in progress from the left menu « MES MISSIONS ». When I am in mission, I need to have with me my mission
order all the time. The access to my mision order on line is an additional possibility but it does not allow me not to have the original
document with me. Also, to scan in Etamine Mission the mission order is not mandatory : Each unit decides whether or not to use
this functionality. On the other hand, it is mandatory to give back the original document to my administrative when I am back from a
mission (archive file).

3. How can I use the tool during a mission ? (1/2)

u To access to my mission order, I click on « VOIR LE DÉTAIL COMPLET », I scroll down until the box « Avant le départ » and I
click on « Télécharger l’OM ».

u u

a) I access my mission order during my mission

APPENDIXES
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Back

b) I add expenses proofs when my mission is in progress

3. How can I use the tool during a mission ? (2/2)

Why this functionality, even if I will need to produce original documents with the expense sheet anyway ?

• I save when it comes, this is very practical for long missions with many documents : if I loose the original
document, it is better than nothing

• I will not have to do it when I add my expense sheet: Stay taxes and unexpected expenses will populate the
sheet automatically.

• I allow my administrative to access to the proofs and to begin their treatment before I come back which will
accelerate my refund once the original documents and the travel order are transmitted (especially for long
missions).

• My proofs are saved electronically, filtered and archived with my mission, which make it easier to track them
in case of an audit.

Add a stay tax Add an unexpected expenses New expenses report

If my hotel has been
booked by the unit,
sometimes I have to pay for
a stay tax.

If I take a taxi, change
transportation, take an hotel
in an emergency situation,
after a booking problem.

I add in the application the
expense reports that
corresponds precisely to
each expected expense on
my mission.

It is simple : I take a picture of the proof with my smartphone and I
add it in the application directly from my smartphone.

APPENDIXES


